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1" (a) Let p € G, an open subset of R2. Show that there exists an open disc D with
centerpsuchthat peDcG
(b) Prove that a subset ,4 of R2 is closed if and only ifl contains eash of its
accumulation points.

2' (a)

Let (a,) ue a cauchy

If a subsequence ( o,,
)ol

sequence.

( a,

)

converges

to a point 6, show that the eauchy sequerce itself converges to 6.
Show th3th function ,f
-+ R.'is continuous if and only if the inverse
'-B'
image of every open set is
open.
tet{r,:l e 1}be any collection of topologies on a setX. prove that the

(b)
3. (a)

intersection [-]r, is also a topolog-v on xand also show that the union of
topologies need not be a topology.

(b)

The class r = {X,

@

4:

Consider the sirbset

4. (a)

(b)

, {ol, {c, d}, {a, c, d} , {b,
{a, b,

cl

c, d,

el

defines a tclpology on X.

of X. Find the derived set of

Let A and B be subsets of a topological space
(AU B)' = A'U B' -

(x,r).

I

with calculation.

Show that

Let r = {X,0,{o} ,{o,bl,{o,r,dl,{a,b,c,d\,{o,b,e}}be a topology on
X = {a,b,c,d,e}:
(i) Find the interior points of the subset A =
ta,b,cl of X.
(ii) Find the exterior poinrs of l.
(iii) Find the boundary poinrs of,{.
5. (a) Let A be any subset of a topological space X. Show that the closure of I is the
union of the interior and boundary of A"
(b) Let B and Bo be base for topologies r and r'on a setXrespectively.
Suppose that each Be

6'

(a)

Prove that a point
A

c X if

point

(b)

ofl

and only

B

is the union of members

p in atopological

if each member

space

X

of B*. Show that r c ?,.
is an accumulation point

of some local base E^at p contains

of

a

different fromp.

Let X = {a,b,c,d,e\ and ler A =
tlo,t,r} ,tr,d! ,{d,e}} . fina the topology
on Xgenerated by A.
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